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INIRQDUCTION 

UNIDO is the specialized agency in the t.:nited Nations systen: de.,,·oted to 
accelerating industrial de.,,·elopment in the de.,,·eloping countries and cur..-ent1"· 
deli.,,·ers close on 160 million l"S dollars worth of technical assistance a ~·ear. 
It promotes foreign im·estment in de.,,·eloping country industries of 700 million 
US dollars a year. It also seeks to promote industrial co-operation between 
North and South. between East and lN"est. and between the de.,,·eloping countries 
themselves. 

Information has become a "·ital resource for social and economic 
development. The creation of a mechanism for the just distribution and use 
of world information resources has become one of the central issues faced by 
the international communitY. 

It is certain that the role played by information in the selection and 
application of specific technologies and in the formulation of policies and 
strategies for industrial and technological development •ill become more 
crucial in the context of te~hnological change. 

New technologies will broadly affect industries and services. the 
organization of production and the pattern of comparati'-·e ac\Yantage. 
Technological advances in many modern fields bear far-reaching implications 
for the industrial and technological development of developing countries. 
Such advances need to be closely monitored and applied to upgrade the 
industrial and technological developmen~ of those countries. whilst a\.·oiding 
any adverse industrial, economic, environmental and social impacts. The role 
of industrial, scientific. social. economic and other information is .,,.ital for 
this process. The problem is not only one of an increasing volume of diverse 
information. but also of the capacity to enjoy access to it through modern 
information transfer techniques and readiness and capabilities to turn it into 
an effective decision-support resource. Developing countries lark these 
capacities and the well-structured information systems and services that can 
serve both enterprises and Governments. 

Thus. the role of information services like INTIB/UNIDO is to help the 
developi ~g countries in the organization of information sen·ices and the 
formulaticn of information policies and to provide access to ever-increasing 
qua"'ltities of technological information and to present it in more attractive 
and t.'lsier-to-use ways aud forms. 

Access to UNIDO's own information resources is provided through INTIB, 
the Incustrial and Technological Information Bank, and the whole network that 
INTIB has created during the last ten years. 

Globa,l factors are In{luencin& INTIB Activities 

Since the third meeting of the Advisory Group in March 1989. great 
changes have taken place in the world. They will influence the strategy of 
INTIB activities in the years to come. 

l. The changes in Europe. which have led to the reunification of the 
two German States and to the change of the political and economic 
structures in East European count~ies. and the tremendous changes 
in the USSR. tliat have led to the formation of 15 independent 
states in place of the former unita:y USSR. In Asia. similar 
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processes ha\·e taken place. In Latin America and in Africa great 
changes have also taken place. For the nrnB strategy these 
changes are important because from the economic point of vie- all 
the countries that have been oriented towards a centralized 
planned economy have declared a market economy in conditions of 
democracy and free enterprise. This certainly entails 
consolidation of the role played by the private sector in the 
development of small and medium enterprises (SME) in the 
industrial sphere and. hence. ever closer links and co-operation 
-ith UNIDO and INTIB. 

There has been further development in the field of 
communications. information theory and practice. and informatics. 
The price of a PC and computer storage facilities has dropped. 
On the other hand. the memory capacity of a diskette and 
capabilities of CD-ROM technoloiges have increased. Ne"' 
effective software packages have appeared. However. the cost of 
transnational and transcontinental on-line transmission of 
information (and the cost of on-line access to databases) is 
still rather high. These factors will influence the networking 
strategy of co-operation between INTIB and NFPs. RFPs and Nodes 
in countries and regions announced in 19&5 on the basis of INTIB 
activities. 

3. There should be new approaches to technical, financial and other 
assistance to developing countries above all. from the point of 
viei.- of the level of information infrastructure. These 
approaches could be based on new political and economic 
realities. Countries now exporting informatics hardware and 
possessing powerful intellectual resources, scientific and 
technical information generators and a developed industrial 
potential have their own possibilities for development of an 
information infrastructure. INTIB's financial and other 
assistance should be directed first of all to NFPs and Ncdes of 
the countries with very low living standards and low level of 
information and industrial infrastructure. The INTIB strategy 
should outline priorities. 

ADVISORY GROUP OVERVIEW AND RECOMMF.NDATIONS 1985 - 1989 

The Advisory Group institution was set up in 1985 as a continuing 
mechanism to review past experience and elaborate proposals for new 
qualitative and quantitative developments of INTIB. The work of the three 
previous meetings of the Advisory Group has been very useful and important. 

Participation in the work of the Advisory Group by prominent experts 
from developed and developing countries has made it possible to reflect to a 
considerable extent the views of the world information community on the 
activities, strategy and future programmes of INTIB. 

Each meeting (September 1985 - Round-table discussion. October 1986 and 
March 1989) included an overview of experiences of countries and 
organizations. Many papers presented by countries and experts at those 
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meE:tings reflected a \•ariety of situations regarding needs. capabilities. 
modes of operations and organizational frameworks. 

All the previous Advisory Group meetings stressed the growing role of 
INTIB as a valuable source of information on technology choices and INTIB 
ramified activities in the organization of UNIDO in-house information. 
collection. dissemination of information and further strengthening of 
developing countries' capabilities in information work. 

One of the first recommendations of the first RC">und-table discussion was 
to re-orient the activities of INTIB. The re-orientation and new activities 
have to form the main elements of a medium-term programme for INTTB. 

Re-orientation of INTIB activities meant in practical terms emphasis on 
networking as its main modus operandi. The new activities as a component of 
the medium-term programme were as follows: 

(a) Information on available technologies and suppliers. It was 
proposed to include about 50,000 technologies by enterprises in 
developed and developing countries in a ztanderd format; 

(b) Sectoral dossiers which could be computerized and tapes 
(diskettes instead of INTIB activities based on "Guide to Sources 
of Inf0rmation"). 

The first Advisory Group Round-table discussion confirmed the importance 
of the kinds of activities that were traditional f~r INTIB since 1980, such 
as the In~uiry Service, and recommended to ex~and its services, utilizing more 
effectively the INTIB nodes. The dissemination of information in the form of 
DTT series, TIES newsletter, IDA, UNIDO Newsletter and Technology Information 
Prcfiles was also recommended. 

The first networking experiment was carried out in the f.".'.'amework of the 
IDDA project in Africa and i!lcluding 10 countries. National experts. toge~her 
with a UNIDO field mission team recommended that 67 national nodes should be 
included at that time. 

The networking strategy was further developed at the Second Advisory 
Group Meeting. Two new developments were the basis for such a strategy. 
These were the information "explosivn" and dramatic developments in 
information processing and communication technologies. So, INTIB can hardly 
hope to cover the increasing flows of information and answer all inquiries 
from developing countries. The formation of national or specialized nodes and 
their networking with the INTIB system have assumed special importance. Thus, 
ever greate~ emphasis has been laid on the identification and strengthening 
of national information institutions that can process inquiries using their 
own information capabilities and INTIB informatiou resources and network. For 
the first time. a clear distinction was made between the Nf'Ps as co-ordinating 
bodies for national efforts and the nodes as specialized operational units 
processing and handling industrial information. 

' 
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The recommendations of the Second Advisory Group meeting fixed the main 
criteria for the selection of NFPs and nodes and for the determination of 
their role. activities and rights. 

These preliminary considerations concerning NFPs and nodes were verv 
important and will be further develop~d in the next three years by some UNIDO 
experts and consultants. There were two me.re important recommendations 
adopted by the Second Advisory Group Meeting. 

The first one dealt with the problem of two hardware alternatives -
mainframes and microcomputers. It was recommended to use both alternatives. 
It was important for NFPs. nodes and SME because it allowed to use PCs in the 
countries for the collection. storage and transfer of information and at UNIDO 
to use mainframes to store large volumes of INTIB databases. The second 
recommendation concerned the energy information system, particularly energy 
conservation in industry. Really, it was the first step to INECA and ENCONET. 

The third meeting of the Advisory Group of INTIB in March 1989 developed 
further the networking concept. The statement delivered on behalf of Domingo 
L. Siazon, .!r., Director-General of UNIDO, to the meeting pointed out 
" .... just as our er.deavous to promote direct investment and joint ventures are 
conducted on a networking basis, a central part of the INTIB concept is its 
network. The judicious combination of a central clearing house with 
decentralization through a global network of information-gathering and 
dissemination points is an optimal means of ensuring the effective transfer 
of information essential to industrial co-operation ..... ". 

The Director-General pointed out the first three priori ties in the 
medium-term plan and the first a~ong them - human resource development. It 
was clear that without the spread of the scarce information management skills 
and know-how, technological advances will be in vain. 

Further development of this concept was one of the main recommendations 
of the Advisory Group meeting dealt with the location of the INTIB NFPs. their 
efficient operation. The necessity of human resources development was 
stressed 

The reliance on NFPs and RFPs and the concept of their interactior. 
through networking emphasized at the second meeting and confirmed at the third 
Advisory Group meeting was a priority in INTIB activities. 

Many recommendations adopted by the third meeting developed this 
main concept in INTIB activities directly or indirectly: 

Modern tools of information processing and transmission; 

The development of human resources; 
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Setting-up packet switching telecommunications nodes: 

Development of national industrial information infrastructure(s): 

Model for NFP establishment and location; 

Further development of UNIDO information resources with 
priorities of INPRIS. IDA/IND IS and specific databases INECA, 
Cleante.: Data. 

Thus, it can be stated that the medium term programme recommended in 
1985 and then developed in 1986 and in 1989 has been r.iainly implemented. The 
implementation of this programme has made it possible to: 

1. Strengthen INTIB as the centre of the global networking 
interaction among focal points dealing with industrial and 
technological information. INTIB successfully continued 
traditional activities of the inquiry service and dissemination 
of information, and as a clearing house with emphasi~ on 
generation of data bases; 

2. 5et-up a global network of regional and national focal points of 
iNTIB; 

3. Develop the philosophy and technology of the telecommunication 
between INTIB, RFP and NFPs, external and commercial databases as 
well as those of the UN system; 

4. Develop and implement the philosophy of ra1s1ng qualifications 
and train personnel (human resources development) for developing 
countries. 

REVIEW OF INTIB ONGOING ACTIVITIES 

The Industrial and Technological Information Bank (INTIB) is the major 
mechanism and structure through which UNIDO transmits reliable and continuous 
information to developing countries through an established networking 
;trategy. 

INTIB coordinates UNIDO's industrial and technological information 
activ1t1es. It answers inquiries through its Industrial Inquiry Service and 
actively disseminates information through its network system of focal points 
and nodes, and its publications. The network enables INTIB to strengthen the 
systems through which information flows to and from developing countries. 

Through these modes of operation, INTIB serves as an interface between 
users and the wealth of information stored in the data bases of UNIDO, the UN 
system as a whole, and other systems. INTIB also encourages and assists the 
estaolishment of data bases in developing countries. 

•· 



Industrial lnquir~· Sen·ice 

The oldest and most traditional act1v1t1es of ISTIB is the Industrial 
.nquiry Sen·ice (llS) operatPd since l'lSO 1o·ith special emphasis on S~Es. 

)uring the last ten years I IS recei \·ed about :.'. 7. 000 inquiries. either 
directly. from industrial is ts. go\·ernm(ont pol icy-makers and others or routed 
\·ia INTIB's neti.-ork of RFPs and XFPs. l'nlike most international sen·i~es. 

concrete. practical information is supplied. packaged in response to specific 
needs. Apart from in-house data on a large numbPr of subsectors. IIS can tap 
the resources of 300 network correspondents and on-1 ine data bases. The 
recent analvses of IIS acti\·ites i.-as made mv Antonio ~a::a and Rainer 
Seegmuller. 

Rainer Seegmuller's analysis demonstrated continuous breakdo1o-n of total 
number of inquiries from about 4.200 in 1981 to 1.300 in 1991. The staff cost 
per inquiry along was US$106 in 1991. Certainly these data should be taken 
into consideration for pricing of anv INTIB product and services and 
cost recovery strategy. 

In \"iei.- of further activities of iIS. it is necessarv to take into 
consideration some factors. The first is that INTIB is broadening, its 
acti\·i ties in nei.- types of services and data bases 1 ike TECH.'1ART. INTELL and 
an information referral sYstem. 

A second factor deals i.-ith the existence of NODE's. RFPs and NFPs. The 
idea behind its creation was to reduce the pressure of inquiries coming from 
local users to INTIB. Reducing the number of requests coming directly to 
INTIB/IIS in fa\·our of important and financ~ally big ones remains one of the 
priority tasks of INTIB. 

Networking Concept in Operation 

The INTIB network of NFPs and NODE's is based on the idea of 
decentralized data collection and dissemination. These network points are 
al!:o geared towards pro\·iding industrial inquiry sen·ices. either local!~· or 
regiona~ ly with INTIB and its information sources pro\"iding support. 

In this conc~pt. INTIB is the hub of a networking svstem of NFPs and 
RFPs. The NFPs pass inquiries to ~.-JTIR or to RFP. but first has to pro\·ide 
their own answers. tailored to local conditions. An important task of NFPs 
is that of packaging information in appropriate forms. both for local users 
and to feed into the central INTIB data bases. 

There are now over 70 NFPs and new centres are added everv vear. Thev 
are linked to NODE's. which are specialized sources of information such as 
chambers of commerce, industrial associ.ations. R&D institutions and some 
others. 

The Regional Focal Points serve to maintain communications with INTIB and 
NFPs, build up and maintain d~ta bases and strengthen national information 
infrastructures within their regions. The followin~ are already in existence: 
the African Rer,ional Centre for Technologv (ARCT), for Africa; the Asia and 
Pacific Centre for 1ransfer of Terhnologv (ACPTT). for Asia; and the 
International Centre for Scientific and Tf'chnological Information ( ICSTI). for 
Europe. The functions of an RFP in Latin America are entrusted to rJESP. 
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The I~iIB net,..ork svstem aims to make the most of ne.- information 
techno::..ogies. One facet of this activity is the pro'\.·ision of standardized 
harware and software. to enable efficient exchanges of information. Missions. 
workshops and seminars were organized during the last three years by I~TIB to 
assist NFPs in using new technology. An important aim of the whole networking 
system is to provide concrete, practical information in response to specific 
inquiries an~ needs. rather than simply acting as a bibliographical service. 

In order to have a successfully operating INTIB. it is important to have 
priorities and flexible plan to provide: 

- Networking between INTIB and NFPs - Networking between NFPs and external 
sources of information - Networking between NFPs. local entrepreneurs and 
enterprises - Up-to-date data transmission technologies use to communicate 
with all participants of the networking. 

INTIB Telecommunications 

The viability of telecommunication links in the developing regions is the 
technological wild card. The infrastructur~ does not exist in most regions 
to allow for direct computer-to-computer communications. When it does. the 
potential for downloading information from full text and bibliographic data 
bases, on a selective basis, could make ~n enormous difference to the quality 
of information provision. 

INiIB made cc:isiderable efforts during the last two years to choose 
appropriate techniques and technologies to connect to as many computer data 
networks as possible to allow National Focal points flexibility in choosing 
the network with which they prefer to communicate. 

UNIDO's Information Resources 

The information resources that INTIB generates are used both ~y UNIDO's 
technical staff in the substantive sections (branches of DIO, DIPCT and DPPD) 
and by NFPs, PFPs, and NODE's. They are present in traditional form as 
printed publications as well as in machine readable files that are accessible 
on-line . 

UNIDO Meraory 

The various data bases on which INTIB draws and which it develops are 
usually described as UNIDO' s institutional memory. The following brief 
summary gives an idea of the wealth of information--much of it unique-
available c..nly through INTIB. 

INDIS: The Industrial Information System is a computerized form of the 
Industrial Development Abstracts (IDA). IND IS contains UNIDO-generated 
information held as over 19,000 titles and abstracts. Some 100 new entries 
are added each month, covering technical and other reports, feasibility 
studies, working papers presented at UNIDO meetings etc. Access is 
on-line. 
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LINK: The On-Line Information Kev is an integrated data base of 
directories of research and development institutions for specific topics 0r 
sectors sucl-. as metallurgy. non-ferrous metals. industrial biomass. solar 
energy; it gi\·es ac-::ess to information generated outside LTNIDO . 

TSUB: Technology Supply Data Base contains information on technolosy 
offers and requests and joint venture opportunities. The ultimate objeC'Li\'e 
of this data base is to promote industrial development. the restructuring of 
industry and in particular the transr~r of technology by means of providing 
information support. The system provides information on: 

* Offers of technology: products and processes: 
* Requests for technology: products and processes; 
* Invitations for joint ventures: 
* OffErs for joint ventures. 

INPRIS: The Investment Promotion Information System is concerned with 
investment opportun1t1es. It consists of machine readable data files 
concerning projects, investors. enterprises, development banks. institutional 
information sources, companies interested in redeploment and countrv 
investment profiles 

TSDB currently contains over 4,000 technologies. 

TIES: The Technological Information Exchange System (TIES) handles 
information abstracted from technology transfer agreements concluded by the 
countries participating, whi.::h must agree to do so on a confidential and 
reciprocal basis. The Computerized Registry Information System (GORIS) is a 
micro-computer version TIES, used locally by TIES members. 

UNIDO Statistical Data Base is the central reference point for statistics 
on the manufacturing sectors of 80 countries. 

External data bases with a total of 40 million records are available from 
many data bases. The joint UNIDO/IAEA library in Vienna has access to a 
number of bibliographic and directory-type data bases. In addition, INTIB has 
joint programmes and co-operation agreements with a number of international 
organizations. especially from UN family. 

The importance and global scale of problems concerning energy 
conservation and environment projection has lead the INTIB to start its own 
innovative approach to these problems. Two new data bases relevant to these 
topics have been initiated. 

CLEANTECH DATA: The objective of this data base is to ensure the 
collection and dissemination of environmental information in accordance with 
UNIDO's Environment Programme, which initially will focus on the sub-sectors 
in the bottom left box on the transparency. The primary concerns will centre 
around industry's production of hazardous wastes--gaseous, liquid and soliJ. 

INECA: The Industrial Energy Conservation Abstracts. This data base is 
intented to collect and disseminate information on energy saving and 
conserving industrial technologies. The inputs for INECA are a by-product of 
the INECA Network (ENCONET). The network consists of 15 centres. 
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Inspi t -e of twv years operation both Cleantech and I~EC:\ become \·en· 
popular in de\·eloping countries. Micro-Metadex-PLUS is a micro-computer 
version of the on-line database METAD~X produced by Materials Information. UK 
and Information and ,:,.>M International. USA. It pro\·ides de\·eloping countries 
with a means of accessing thousands of recent R&D abstracts on 
materials technology and related topics. 

Publication Programme 

From the very beginning INTIB started its activities with a number of 
publications. These activities have taken a variety of forms. During the 
first 5-6 years. it was only p~per products. Then all information was typesEt 
in machine readable form. In this way the information could be output both 
on paper and in machine readable form as diskett~s. 

Now as a general consideration one could state that the thematic scopes 
and variety of publications have changed. Many publicaticms have been stopped 
or have been transferred to new sections of UNIDO. However. the popularity 
of the publications that are an ongoing part of INTIB's activities continue 
to grow. 

The publicatirms like Industrial Development Abstracts. Technology 
Offers/Requests, Joint Venture Opportunities, Directories/Guides to 
Information Sources. Manuals, Guidelines are still issued. 

During the last two years INTIB began to produce new journals and 
periodicals. They are INTIBNET. Em·ironmental Awareness Bulletin; INECA 
Journal; Industry & Environment (A Guide to Sources of Information). All of 
INTIB's publications now are being created using DTP techniques. It allows 
the dissemination of information in both electronic and printed fo=ms. 

INTIB has enough capabili:ies and staff to prepare and print its journals 
and periodicals. However, the mechanism of destribution and advertising is 
in the hanas of big commercial publishing and distribution companies like 
Elsevier Science Publisher, Springer-Verlag and others. That is why INTIB 
should continue its co-operation with commercial publishers. It allows 
in-house costs to be minimized and income to be generated for the 
organization. 

VISION FOR THE FUTURE 

The INTIB strategy for the 90's could be considered as a combination of 
traditional activities that have given positive results with new kinds of 
activities that have been started recently with considerable positive 
perspectives. 

Networking as a central part of the INTIB concept will remain for the 
future. It means future strengthening of NFPs and intensification of REPs 
interaction with the NFPs. INTIB has to help NFPs to establish more close and 
effective cooperation with the NODE's. The efforts of INTIB to assist 
NFPs should be in new information technologies implementation, computers, 
standardized software and INTIB data bases delivP.ry, human resources 
development and improvement of data transmission technologies. The aim of 

• 
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these efforts is more effecti"·e exchang.e of information beti.-een I~TIB and 
components of the neti.-ork. 

Special attention should be given to the Regional Focal Points (RFPs) . 
t:ogether i.-ith ARCT. ACPTT. ICSTI and FIES. They ioill maint:ai n communication 
ioith I~iIB. build-up regional dat:a bases and strengthen the sub-neti.-orks 
wit:hin their regions. 

In the future t:he necessity to strengthen I~TIB further i.-ill be obvious. 
It will be necessary in order to increase the efficiency and performance of 
UNIDO st:aff and the Organizations's capacity to collect. process. store and 
disseminat:e indust:rial and t:echnological informat:ion. I~TIB must be able to 
tao the floi.- of information coming to the desks of L""NID0's technic2l staff. 

A mechanism is required using t:he neio L'NIDO mainframe. t:o process. sto:e 
and pro"·ide access t:o all information i.-hich is generated by UNI DO as a whole. 

On the ot:her hand the strengthening of INTIB and enlarging of its 
information resour.;es and capabilities and more effective prov1s1on of 
information ser"·ices are also necessarv for interaction i.-i th NFPs and RFPs. 
For these purposes the maintainance. updating and enlarging of INTIB data 
bases must be continued. Initiallv t:his should concern those dat:a boses that 
have demonstrated high efficiency and that have been in strong demand. 

The more effective l'~·e of information and data that are stored in data 
bansk and the need to transform information into knowledge ne:essitates nei.
methods and approaches. Value -added sen·ices and exi>ert svstem t.echnol ogie~ 
could be mentioned in this rega~d. 

Value-added services are provided by combining available information with 
human expertise. In such cas~s the output resulting from the different on
line searches is used by sp~cialists of specific countries or inJustrial 
sectors, with a viei.- to preparing proposals for consideration bv the 
Government of a specific country. regarding the industrial sector as a 
whole or seiected subsectors. branches. 

An in-depth analysis and evaluation of the information from several data 
bases can be performed by experts. with a view to preparing a highly selecti"·e 
and fully relevant list of technology and/or joint venture offers for 
consideration by t:he Ministry of Industry. a ;;r0up of entrepreneurs etc. in 
a specific country. Special attention will be paid to the greatest possible 
number of factors. limiting or p-:omoting the transfer of a certain technology 
to d particular country. Such expert studies will be based on complementary 
data bases. containing detailed information on the countries. 

The value-added services will be launched by selected INTIB focal pdnts. 
in particular in countries where access to o~her international/UN data bases 
is already av~ilable. 

The prospects of expert systems as a very powerful i~formation tool for 
information and 1ata retrieval and analyses are great. 

However. special investigations i.-il I bf' necessary to evaluate expert 
system possibilities to resolve the specific tasks that TNTIB is faced with. 
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INTIB's publication pro&ramme has been changed consideraulv durinb l~st 
years. For plannin[_ this pro[_ramme one must take into consideration that 
publishing consists of many processes. This is a chain. The collection of 
data and information. thtir processing and then printing are at the begin;;:ng 
of the cha~n. The market or the end users is at the end of the chain. It is 
clear that big commercial publishing and distributing companies dominate the 
books and journals market today. This is 1o:h_\· INTIB' s strateg~: and publishing 
programme must be cc-ordinated 1o:ith commercial companies 1o:hich can distribute 
INTIB' s published products on the market. Such an approach 1o:ill not onh· 
allo• INTIB to a\·oid unsuccessful and e\·en unprofitable publishing programmes. 
but also generate income from this programme for L~IDO. 

The future prospects for INTIB acti Ylt1es cannot be isolated from 
privatization and commercialization of the information and publishin[ spheres. 
which is an on-going world wide process. Fortunately. INTIB met this glob~l 
tendency with some innovati\·e projects. The aim of these ini tiati \"es •as 
income ger.eration for lrr.<IDO using its sen·ices. information resources ::ind 
products. 

~l of these ~ew activities can be considered as an integrated process 
that leads to 1e..- inYestments and technical co-operation projects. 

n·.e more prospective innovative projects are mentioned belo..-: 

Information and technology marketing. INTIB began to produce and to sell 
some of its information products: 

IDA in printed and microfiche formats are on sale u,1der agreement ..-i th 
UN. 

New printed/computerized version of the Guide to Information Sources on 
Energy and Em·ironment is being marketed by a commercial companv ...-i th 
royalty for UNIDO. 

Data bases of Materials Technology and food Science and Technology 
downloaded to diskette versions wi 11 be distributed on a coromer: ial 
basis to all other outlets. 

Techmart - Technology Licensing Fair. This activity was initiated ...-ithin 
the framework of the Work Programme for 1990-1991 and is intended to be the 
supplementary information support for small and medium enterprises (SMEs). 

The Technology Supply Data Base (TSDB) provides the fuel for the Techmart 
concept. SMEs in the devloping countries have never had access to an event 
where they could compare directly thf' technologif's on offer. both from 
developed and other developing countries, that could meet their production and 
process requests. Nor has the competition to supplv their needs been 
adequately stimulated. 

The concept of a technology marketplace is of onlv receP.t orihJn in 
developed countries where it is now rapidly gaininf; f;round, not onlv as a 
means of buying and selling the rights to a product or process. but also r0 
enable the sources of technologv to promote more rapid accPptance bv of ferin~ 
licencPs to several manufacturers or users in different countries. instPad of 
tryirg to capture a world market from a single location. 

• 
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The arguments for holding a technology market to assist de'\·eloping country 
entrepreneurs with their choice of technology is a forceful one. In 
combination with existing UNIDO acti'l.·ities it becomes at once both the 
gathering ground for live and current offers and requests and the testing 
ground where the problems of matching the entrepreneur and his business with 
the technology. the investment and the sources of advice are brought out into 
the open in the form of live meetings. 

INTIB's strategy is basically to use the existing joint venture requests 
in the Technology Supply Data Base to encourage the participation of 
organizations with corresponding licence offers and to use the technology 
offers in the c~ta base to stimulate the interest of entrepreneurs in visiting 
the Technology Transfer Fair. 

The first Techmart fdir will be held in Beijing. China. 70 
representatives of companies and enterprises from 25 both developed and 
developing countries will participate in the fair. The format will be 
repeated in different geographic regions to facilitate access for 
entrepr~~eurs from other UNIDO member countries. 

Better use of technological fairs will be made for the 
commercialization/sale of UNIDO products such as the Technology Suppliers Data 
Base, Directories, IDA in PC fo·:mat, Materials/food Technology Data Bases. 
Propspin and other investment-r~lated data bases. 

The Referral System is another innovation of INTIB. The core of this 
initiative is decentralization of tha supply of information. This objective 
can be obtained through a better use of the Focal Points network. ·ihe main 
tool for such a decentralized approach consists of ad-hoc directories. 

UNIDO/INTIB will supply a new type of service, helping the creation, in 
collaboration with t:1e Governments of Member States, of standardized 
directories of National sources of industrial and technological info=mation. 
Thes~ directories enable INTIB clients to make direct well targetted inquiries 
and to get useful information on appropriate sources with indications on the 
types of packaged information services provided by these sources. 

Copies of the directories will be disseminated to the INTIB NFP~ and RFPs. 
The collected information will be also stored in a new computerized data base 
with all details concerning the information sources. This new Referral System 
will be an excellent way to optimize the limited INTIB resources and should 
he a very valuable way to answer requests for information. 

In order to make a test the concept of the project it was decided to start 
with one initial directory and to learn through a first co-operative 
experience. 

A pilot project was developed in 1990 with France: 
Sources of Industrial and Technological Information 
published in co-operation with the French Government, 
and INTIB. 

A directory on French 
has been prepared and 
the French Focal Point 

As a new concept the efficacy of the referral system, which is in its 
pilot stage, should be evaluated through team work. This will integrate the 
different viewpoints, with special attention to the costs of the system. 
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INTELL is a net." activitv currently being explored. !~'TELL means -
Technology-~~onomic intelligence. UNIDO is helping developing countries to 
gain access to scientific knowledge and frontier technology through its 
plurinational centres - ICGEB. ICS. International Centre for the Assessment 
and Application of Materials - and through North-South R&D co-operation 
programmes. Some other international centres are in view. Access to 
technological information and technological knowledge and other information 
is provide<! through its technology monitoring activities and through the 
services of INTIB. 

These a~t:ivit:ies and services are intended to be integrated in the INTELL 
concept: into a package that forms a decision support: tool. The market for 
this integrated package will be a special kind of informative product:: 
Content-specific and focussed towards a decision-making situation. 

It is intended to be highly elaborated in terms of possessing considerably 
greater informative value than the data ~xt:racted from the original 
information sources. INTELL will provide processed information packages for 
decision-making that include all the above categories of information and in 
addition business. market, economic, social and political information. 

The INTELL ideologist considers that UNIDO needs to establish its own 
inhouse INTELL operation. In so doing, the methodologies it develops and 
adapts and the computer-based tools it designs can be used as the basis for 
setting up and operating INTELL units in 1eveloping countries. either 
nationally or regionally. 

Many of the tasks involved in a successful INTELL operation are already 
being carried out in UNIDO and many of the capabilities and resources required 
to establish such an in-house INTELL operation are already in place or would 
only need some re-organization or re-allocation. 

For many new proposals, projects and initiatives, however, a clearly 
defined marketing strategy has to be developed. The pricing strategy alone 
with income generation needs to be planned. 

In this regard, a marketing team should be put together, including 
external expertise, so that operational ideas, methodologies, target 
audiences, events analysis and a detailed business plan can be developed. 

It would be more encouraging to work on a commercial incentive basis, 
which means that any income should be treated as a revolving fund and be 
ploughed back into the activities that generated it. For such a system to 
work, a separate account for information activities should be established as 
a first step. 

• 




